Recently we found that the marked behavioral difference between isolated and grouped rats occurred under foot shock situations by measuring frequency of jumping behavior in rats (Nishikawa and Tanaka, 1978 In laboratory animals, the barbiturate can depress experimentally-induced aggression in mice or rats only after doses which cause nearly neurotoxicity in animals (Tedeschi et al., 1959 , Valzelli et al., 1967 , Sofia, 1969 . Although little report has been made on f acilitatory effect of the barbiturate on animal behavior, Irwin et al. (1971) described that phenobarbital at subneurotoxic doses very slightly increased running intensity and fighting induced by foot shock in mice. Crowley (1972) also reported that both fighting time and motor activity by foot shock in rats increased with the lower doses of phenobarbital (5-10 mg/ kg) and decreased at the highest dose (80 mg/kg). The mechanism of these f aclitatory effects is unknown, however, he emphasized that the dose of the barbiturate was most important. In the present study, we observed marked facilitation of jumping behavior in- 
